
15 Outdoor Activities
to Boost Your
Wellbeing Through
Nature Connection

WILD WELLBEING



About This Booklet

This booklet includes 15 activities which anyone can do.
The activities aim to promote good physical and mental health through a
stronger connection to nature. Many of these activities include practising

mindfulness, which is proven to increase our overall wellbeing.

Activities are grouped into 5 categories which link with the
Five Ways to Wellbeing (developed by the New Economics Foundation)

and are colour coded accordingly.

Activities were created and written by Lea Kendall,
a Mindfulness in the Woods practitioner for Woodland Classroom Ltd.



1. BE ACTIVE. Go outside for a walk or explore your
nearest nature reserve

Five Ways To Wellbeing

2. CONNECT with the people around you,
share your wildlife experiences

3. GIVE. Do something to help your local
place and the people that live there

4. TAKE NOTICE of the everyday wildness
on your doorstep

5. LEARN. Try something new outdoors



HOW NATURE IMPROVES
OUR WELLBEING

Around 99% of our evolutionary past was spent as hunter-gatherers. Our
brains are just not wired to deal with traffic jams, desk jobs and lengthy

screen time. We need wildness.

The antidote to stress can be found in our connection to nature and through
this we can connect with others and with ourselves, building emotional

resilience and community, staying active and healthy.

Nature has the power to heal and invigorate, to nourish the soul and provide
a safe place where we can truly feel at home and be our natural selves.

This booklet contains 15 ideas YOU can use to improve
your wellbeing through a deeper connection to nature.

We hope you enjoy them.



“Mindfulness is the quality of being present and fully engaged
with whatever we’re doing at the moment, free from distraction
or judgment, and aware of our thoughts and feelings without
getting caught up in them."

Headspace.com

“In teaching the mind to be present, we
are teaching ourselves to live more
mindfully, in the present, taking a
breath, not beholden to reactive
thoughts and feelings, which is
particularly helpful when faced with
challenging circumstances or difficult
situations.”

WHAT IS MINDFULNESS?



WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS
OF MINDFULNESS?

General happiness
& contentment.

Positive emotions leading to
greater physical longevity

& resilience.
Reduction in anxiety,

depression & irritability.

Improved immune system
responses.

Greater harmony in relationships
Stress relief, including a

reduction in high blood pressure.
Better ability to manage pain.

An aid to recovery for addiction
& rehabilitation programmes.

Studies have shown the following;

Improved functioning of cognitive faculties, memory,
reaction time & mental stamina.



BE ACTIVE
1. Take a Wild Senses Walk

2. Barefoot Walking
3. Wild Swimming

CONNECT 
4. Breathe with a Tree
5. Connect with a River

6. Join a Local Interest Group

GIVE
7. Plant Native Species
8. Volunteer for Nature

9. Create Land Art

TAKE NOTICE
10. Find Your Sit Spot

11. See Life in Miniature
12. Cloud Gazing

LEARN
13. Identify a Wildflower

14. Create a Nature Journal  15. Mindful Wandering

Contents of Activities



2. BADGER NOSE Are there any wildflowers nearby?
Does a tree have a scent? Is there a smell on the air?

Engage all five senses to experience
nature around you.

1. OWL EYES What can you really see? From
the smallest details to the whole landscape.

3. DEER EARS Cup you ears. What can you hear in front & behind
you? Pay attention to bird song & subtle sounds in nature.

4. SQUIRREL FINGERS Close your eyes, explore natural
objects through your sense of touch. How does it feel?

5. ADDER TONGUE Discover wild edibles & taste them.
Is it the season for blackberries or wild garlic?

1. Take a Wild Senses Walk



Connect with natural energy by walking
barefoot on the grass.

Literally connecting your body to the Earth
is now known to be healing & vital

for the normal functioning of all systems.

Barefoot walking is known to help with pain relief,
increase antioxidants, reduce inflammation and

improve sleep.

Your body naturally absorbs electrical charges from
the Earth. Our feet act like conductors.

2. BAREFOOT WalkING



Wild swimming has been described as exhilarating, refreshing and
dramatically lifting moods for days afterwards. The physical exercise also
enhances the experience by releasing endorphins and serotonin,
the happy hormone.

Find a local group that hosts wild
swimming sessions in a safe environment.

Nothing connects you quite so literally and immediately with nature
as taking a plunge into our cold, fresh, rivers, lakes and sea.

Wild swimming is a growing movement. Find out more at:
www.outdoorswimmingsociety.com/uk-wild-swimming-groups

Water in motion produces abundant negative ions,
bringing more energy and vitality to our bodies.

3. WILD SWIMMING



Connect with the stillness of the tree. Its pace of life
is slower than we can comprehend. Become like the
tree for a moment and find the stillness within you.

Find a comfortable place to sit with your
back against a tree and breathe deeply.

Think about the interconnected relationship between yourself and the tree.
As it releases oxygen, you take it in. As you breathe out CO2, the tree
absorbs it. There is a flow between you. Their out-breath is your in-breath.
Trees give us life. They lock carbon up from our atmosphere,
using it to create beautiful, towering, living structures.

All living things, the tree and people included, are all ancestors to the first
born cell. We breathe with trees and because of trees.

4. BREATHE WITH A TREE



Sit by a riverbank. Where does the river
flow from? Where is it flowing to?

Watch and listen to the water flowing. Think about the water in your body.

Could you dip your bare feet in the water? Connecting with the sensations of
our feet help to ground us, taking us out of our minds and into our bodies.

Fast flowing water and waterfalls produce
negative ions that can help relieve
symptoms of depression.

5. CONNECT WITH A RIVER

We all share this water with the natural world.
Rivers everywhere carry water to where it’s needed, much
like our veins and arteries carry blood through our bodies.
Nature is flowing through us all the time.



Find and join a local group so you can share your love of nature with others.
The internet makes it so easy for us to find other like-minded people. But it’s

important to take the next step and connect with others in person rather
than just virtually. Research shows that loneliness and social isolation

are harmful to our health.

“Over 9 million people in the UK, almost a fifth

of the population – say they are always or often

lonely, but almost two thirds feel uncomfortable

admitting to it.”

You could join a walking or photography group,
beekeeping society or regular litter pick.

6. JOIN A LOCAL INTEREST GROUP

(British Red Cross and Co-Op, 2016)



Native plant species have evolved over millions of years to find their niche in
the ecosystem. Our native pollinators, such a bees, have grown up alongside
them. The interconnected relationships between our native plants and
animals are complex and deep. Here we find perfect balance and harmony.

Where could you introduce more native
wildflowers, shrubs or trees in your garden?

Since the 1940’s there has been an

astonishing 97% loss of wildflower

meadows across the UK!

Choose plants selflessly. Find plants that have
benefits for other living creatures.

7. PLANT NATIVE SPECIES

How do you fit into this ecosystem? How can you be a guardian for nature?



Community gardening
Species surveying
Caring for nature reserves
Hosting a fundraising event
Plant identification & mapping
Running a Wildlife Watch group

Giving back to the planet & our community
can be incredibly rewarding.

Upon joining a nature-focused volunteeer group, 95% of participants with low
levels of mental wellbeing reported an improvement in their mental health in

six weeks. Volunteering can give you a huge boost to wellbeing
and can be a fun, social activity.

8. VOLUNTEER FOR NATURE

“There are plenty of ways you can

donate your skills and time to look

after wildlife. It has helped my

depression and agitation and helped

me to wind down and make decisions

about my life.”

(Wildlife Trust Volunteer)

(Source: The Wildlife Trust)



Let go of inhibitions and allow your
creative self to emerge without judgment.
Were you ever told by a teacher that you were not good at art? Too often in

life we can be result driven and this hinders our creative freedom.

Create a piece of art or a sculpture in a green space using natural items
that you’ve found whilst exploring.

9. CREATE LAND ART

Enjoy the process rather than focusing on the end result.

Leave your art for someone else to find and enjoy.

Land art can be on the ground, hanging
from a tree or something to take home.

How do you feel about your art being temporary?



People practicing the Sit Spot technique have reported amazing experiences
of encounters with nature. This activity is one of the most effective ways of

building nature connection.

Sit Spots offer an effective alternative to
meditation for relaxing the mind.

10. FIND YOUR SIT SPOT

1. Find a spot that calls to you. Get comfortable,
perhaps sit against a strong tree trunk.

2. Sit for 15 minutes. Open your senses
to nature, the sounds, sights and smells.

3. Be still and adopt the pace of nature.

Regularly return to your Sit Spot through the year, noticing seasonal changes.

4. The longer you sit, the more you will see.



 Insect diversity is rich, otherworldly & awe-inspiring.
We live so closely with them but they are often ignored.

There's so much to explore in the world
of insects & invertebrates.

Slow down; look under rocks & in the dark, damp
corners of your garden. The teamwork of ants
is fascinating to watch.

Their lives may seem small & insignificant
compared to our own but they are essential
for all life on Earth. Imagine a planet
without earthworms?

Get a magnifying glass and take a closer look. Notice the details, colours and
movement of the mini-beasts living all around you.

11. SEE LIFE IN MINIATURE



Lie back somewhere comfortable and watch the clouds float by. What
images does your imagination conjure up in the clouds?

As adults do we ever gaze upon the clouds
in the sky as we did when we were children?

Consider, how can something that floats so effortlessly in the air
be full of water?

Some common cloud formations are...

12. CLOUD GAZING

Stratus/strato
a horizontal flat
layer & smooth

Cumulus/cumulo

a heaped up, puffy pile,

like cauliflower

Cirrus/cirro

high up, fibrous,

wispy, hair-like

Nimbus/Nimbo

rain-bearing



Using an identification guide, learn the name of a flowering plant that you
find. Is there a point of interest about the plant that will help you
remember it in the future?

Learning about plants can fill you with joy. When you recognise a plant
dopamine (the feel-good hormone) is released in your brain.

As ancient hunter-gatherers this hormone ensured our survival
when foraging for wild food and avoiding poisonous plants.

Learn to identify edible plants. They contain important
nutrients for good health and you can have a nibble whilst you walk.

Do you find yourself wondering the names
of the wildflowers?

Sit with the flower, learn it’s secrets, discovering all
the parts of that flower that normally go unseen.

13. IDENTIFY A WILDFLOWER



Journaling connects the sensory experiences from your rambles to the
cognitive part of the brain. When we write information down we enforce

what we have learned and we remember it for longer.

Use descriptive language to record the details you notice. It will always be a
joy to read and look back on, a source of inspiration

for future journeys into nature.

Find your personal journaling style. Everyone’s
nature journal is unique as it’s focused around

what interests you most. You could include
illustrations, print images from the web, press

flowers, make leaf prints or bark rubbings.

Record your experiences, observations and
questions from your regular rambles or Sit Spot.

14. CREATE A NATURE JOURNAL



Try to clear your head of thoughts that take
you away from the present moment. Adopt
a mindful approach to wandering, with your

senses open and a curious mind.

Get your backpack ready for whatever may come your way;
you could take binoculars, your nature journal, field guides,

sample pots, plant ID apps, a camera, even a picnic.

Modern life is very structured and timetabled. It can be hard as adults to
forget our agendas and make unstructured time to simply wander.

Explore one or more of the UK Wildlife Trust’s 2,300 nature reserves and
make time to learn at your own pace, in your own style.

Trust that deep learning can happen when you
remain open to what nature has to teach.

15. MINDFUL WANDERING



Want to make a deeper

nature connection?

Join us in the woods on one of our courses:
Woodland Mindfulness & Bushcraft Weekend

Mindfulness in the Woods * Weeds For Wellbeing
Wild Food, Foraging & Wilderness Cookery * and more

Lea is a qualified and experienced Counsellor
and Nature Therapist, seeing clients outdoors and online

www.leakendall.com

www.woodlandclassroom.com

"A special thank you to all our Patrons
for their continued support." James & Lea


